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Once it had walls three miles round, with five or more gates: colonnaded streets, each a 

mile long, crossing in a central square: a theatre with seating for eleven thousand people: a 

grand temple of Serapis, where flower-sellers made garlands for the faithful and bankers 

cashed cheques for the businesslike. On the east were quays built along the natural canal 

that connected it to the Nile: on the west, the road led up to the desert and the camel-

routes to the Oases and to Libya. All around lay small farms and orchards, irrigated by the 

annual flood – and between country and town, a circle of dumps where the rubbish built up. 

 

The town lay a hundred miles south of modern Cairo: in ancient terms, five days journey by 

road (and ten by water) south of Memphis, and ten days by road (at least 17 by water) 

south of the capital, Alexandria. It was a sort of county town, the centre of an agricultural 

area of about 200 square miles. Its citizens called it Oxyrhynchus, or Oxyrhynchon polis, 'City 

of the sharp-nosed fish'. 

 

The fish was sacred. Egyptian religion specialised in sacred animals; and when Greek settlers 

took over Egypt, after Alexander the Great's conquest, they took over its religion, fish and 

all, alongside their own imported gods. For a thousand years, right down to the Arab 

conquest, the descendants of the Greeks remained a ruling class in Egypt. In their towns 

they spoke, wrote and read Greek, set apart from the Egyptian-speaking peasants of the 

village. An Athenian might have accused them of unHellenic practices, what with 

mummification and the Egyptian accent, but they themselves saw nothing incongruous in 

mixing cultures. So the citizens of Oxyrhynchus worshipped their fish (statues of it, and 

mummified fish, survive on the site), yet at the same time schoolchildren were still sat down 

to Homer (with a dictionary, since they needed to translate the archaic words into modern 

ones) – many got no further than Iliad I, to judge from the texts surviving. 

 

Dumps of real life 

 

Even the ruins have perished. When the Egyptologist Flinders Petrie went to Oxyrhynchus in 

1922, he found remains of the colonnades and of the theatre. Nowadays, nothing remains, 

except one column and bits of stone showing through the sand; everything else has gone to 

make building material for modern houses. Materially, Oxyrhynchus is a blank. And yet we 

know far more about it as a functioning town, and about its people as living individuals, than 

we do about many more glamorous ruins. 

 



We know where Thonis the fisherman lived, and Aphynchis the embroiderer, and Anicetus 

the dyer, and Philammon the greengrocer. We know how much farmers had to pay when 

they brought in dates and olives and pumpkins to market. We know that on November 2, 

AD 182, the slave Epaphroditus, eight years old, leaned out of a bedroom window to watch 

the castanet-players in the street below, and slipped and fell and was killed. We meet the 

schoolboy Theon, whose father won't take him to Alexandria ("if you don't, I won't eat I 

won't drink, so there"); and the schoolmaster Lollianus, who complains that the town has 

failed to pay his salary ("except sometimes in sour wine and worm-eaten corn"). We meet 

Juda, who fell off his horse and needs two nurses to turn him over; Sabina, who hit Syra with 

her key, which kept her in bed for four days (ancient keys are good solid objects); Apollonius 

and Sarapias, who send a thousand roses and four thousand narcissuses for the wedding of 

a friend 's son – "don't insult us by sending money, we look on the young people as our own 

children". 

 

The reason we know so much, and in such detail, is rubbish. 

 

The town dumps of ancient Oxyrhynchus remained intact right up to the late nineteenth 

century. They didn't look exciting, just a series of mounds covered with drifting sand. But 

they offered ideal conditions for preservation. In this part of Egypt it never rains; perishables 

which are above the reach of ground water will survive without difficulty. Above all, the 

dumps preserved something which the famous sites of classical Greece and Italy could not 

preserve: papyrus, the ancient equivalent of paper. 

 

Papyrus meant two things: documents and books. On both scores, these Greeks on the 

Egyptian fringe could fill blanks in the record. 

 

By-passing the Middle Ages 

 

The traditional classical world has left us only the most formal documents. To survive, they 

needed to be inscribed on stone; to be inscribed, they had to be important; and so, however 

grand and interesting, they cover a very limited range of contemporary life. By contrast, the 

Egyptian rubbish dumps yielded a huge random mass of everyday papers – private letters 

and shopping lists alongside tax returns and government circulars. Oxyrhynchus has yielded 

something like 50,000 documents. 

 

The traditional classical world has left us no books: all the contents, say, of the great Library 

of Alexandria, or of the twenty-eight public libraries of imperial Rome, have disappeared 

without trace – fire and damp disposed of them. What we possess of the literature of the 

Greeks and Romans we possess because a selection of works were copied and recopied, first 

on papyrus and later on parchment, through the Roman Empire and then through the 

Middle Ages – Latin in the West, Greek in the East. In the Renaissance, the surviving 



manuscripts were hunted out; and the invention of printing meant that works which had 

survived up to then would go on surviving. 

 

But it was a chancy business; for example, just one copy of the poems of Catullus survived to 

this point; it would have taken only a small accident, and we should know nothing about 

him but his name. And even surviving authors survived only in part. Sophocles wrote 123 

plays; of these seven were transmitted through the Middle Ages, because in the late Empire 

they were chosen as set books, and all the rest disappeared. (If the same had happened to 

Shakespeare, we would have 2 plays instead of 37.) These losses seemed to be final – until 

the Egyptian rubbish came to the rescue, for the dumps included, sporadically and in 

fragments, books which were circulating before the great massacre of the Middle Ages. 

 

It was only in the late nineteenth century that people began to realise what the dumps 

might offer. Egyptian peasants had made finds by chance, and sold them to western 

Museums; scholars began to wonder what could be got by systematic excavation. And so it 

was in 1897 that the City of the Sharpnosed Fish came back to life. 

 

The Holmes and Watson of Sharpnose Fishville 

 

The excavators were two men in their late twenties, operating from Oxford and financed by 

the Egypt Exploration Society of London. To us they seem – names, background and all – 

very typical of their time. Bernard Grenfell was the son of a master at King Edward's 

Birmingham, educated at Clifton College; Arthur Hunt, son of a solicitor, educated at 

Eastbourne College. Both were thought less than robust, and exempted from the Victorian 

routine of team games, except for a little cricket. Both won scholarships to Queen's College, 

Oxford, where they became friends (they were off mountaineering in the Tyrol in the 

summer holidays of 1889). Both did well in the regular classical course, and both won 

graduate scholarships to keep them going. They were going to be scholars: but in what? By 

1895 the die was cast: they were in Egypt. They were to spend the rest of their lives 

pioneering a new branch of Classics: papyrology. 

 

Winters were spent in Egypt. We see them in photographs, moustaches neatly trimmed, 

cloth caps on, sitting outside their tent. Thirty foremen and a hundred workmen (in those 

days the wages came to £30 a week for the lot) attacked the mounds. They found papyri, 

mixed with earth and other rubbish, heaped thirty feet deep. The finds were collected in 

baskets, then boxed and shipped back to Oxford – one roll in an old biscuit tin ('Huntley and 

Palmer's Best'). It was a lonely life, and even potentially dangerous; a shopping list of Hunt's 

includes medicines, fish-hooks, 'The Old Curiosity Shop' and a revolver with forty cartridges. 

"Good luck with the gravedigging", wrote Grenfell's brother. 

 



Summers were spent in Oxford. Here there were more comforts (we find Grenfell ordering 

'500 Best Egyptian Cigarettes' from a dealer in London – the cost, in 1896, £1. 7s. 6d); but no  

less work. The papyri offered quite new problems: the problem of understanding strange 

fragmentary poets, whom no one in the West had read for fifteen centuries, the problem of 

interpreting documents in late technical Greek from this unknown outpost of Hellenic 

civilisation. Sixteen substantial volumes appeared, full of new information and new insights, 

all set out briskly and economically and without any parade of learning. Each editor revised 

what the other wrote, and the result was published jointly. It was an ideal partnership: 

Grenfell impetuous and extrovert, Hunt shy and cautious; one contributing ideas and 

intuitions, the other control and critical judgment. 

 

On the trackers' track 

 

It was not to end happily. In 1920 Grenfell suffered a third nervous breakdown, which ended 

his working life; Hunt went on until 1934, his last years clouded by the early death of his 

only son. But their partnership had achieved extraordinary things. They had brought back to 

life not only the people of Oxyrhynchus but also the books that they were reading, from the 

thousands of Homers to the unique copies of obscure historians and riddling poets which 

were once the pride of some local scholar's library. Oxyrhynchus restores to us authors 

famous in classical times, who went under in the Middle Ages: the songs of Sappho, the 

sitcom of Menander, the elegant and learned elegies of Callimachus that Roman poets liked 

to boast of imitating. 

 

The Egyptian Greeks had read Greek tragedies which to us are just names, and the satyr 

plays which went with the tragedies. They read – and Grenfell and Hunt rescued from their 

rubbish – the Netfishers of Aeschylus, where the satyrs turn fisherman and haul up from the 

sea a chest which turns out to contain Danae and the infant Perseus. They read – and 

Grenfell and Hunt found, in 1907, 25 feet down and torn in bits – the Ichneutai of Sophocles, 

where the satyrs turn detectives to trace stolen cattle (it's a theme for a western, except 

that the rancher is Apollo and the rustler Hermes). The satyrs tracked down the cattle; 

Grenfell and Hunt tracked down the papyrus; Tony Harrison's new play follows both tracks, 

as ancient satyr and modern scholars meet in Waste-Paper City. 

 

Peter Parsons (who contributed to the very first Omnibus) became Regius Professor of Greek 

at Oxford in 1989. He looks after the continuing publication of the papyri found by Grenfell 

and Hunt at Oxyrhynchus. 

 

(Quotations from Grenfell & Hunt's papers by kind permission of the Ashmolean Library, 

Oxford.) 


